1. Bright: Reflecting light; not dark.

2. Bundle: A number of things bound together, as by a cord or envelope, into a mass or package convenient for carrying; a loose package; a roll; as, a bundle of straw or of paper; a bundle of old clothes.

3. Cheer: A shout, hurrah, expressing joy enthusiasm, applause, favour, etc.

4. Clue: That which gives a hint to the solution of a mystery.

5. Cute: Clever; sharp; shrewd; ingenious; cunning.


7. Laundry: A place or room where washing is done.

8. Lid: The top part of a container that you can take off.

9. Nest: A home built by birds for their eggs.

10. Punch: To hit someone or something with your fist (closed hand).

11. Seagull: A grey and white bird that lives near the sea.

12. Splash: Drops of a liquid which fall on something.

13. Stripy: Something that has stripes.

14. Stuff: Used to mean a substance or a group of things or ideas, etc

15. Stutter: To repeat the first sound of a word many times when you talk, usually because you have a speech problem.

* The definitions in the glossary are from ‘sozluk.net’ or Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary.